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"John is truly a financial wizard when it comes to
showing people from all income and wealth levels
how to create more income and wealth without
having to depend on Wall Street."
--Jack Canfield, Coauthor of The Success
Principles™ and the #1 Blockbuster Chicken Soup
for the Soul®

ABOUT WEALTH WITHOUT STOCKS OR MUTUAL FUNDS
John Jamieson shows you that you don’t need stocks, mutual funds, or even a 401k to create your own wealth.
There are dozens of alternative strategies that can be used instead of or even in conjunction with the stock
market. Jamieson reveals and demystifies the 11 Pillars of Riches which are made up of the 7 Gears of Wealth:
1) Income- money received from your job or business. Find out to make full time money working very
part time hours
2) Investments- Investments are anything you buy that can go up or down in value but financial success is
so much more than just investments
3) Cash- maintaining adequate reserves are critical while at the same time having those funds work for
you in your sleep
4) Guaranteed Income- How much income do you need and how much can you count on when you cut
back hours on your Income gear?
5) Debt- Find out how to pay off debt in record time which automatically increases your wealth and net
income
6) Long term care- what would you do if you needed help to live? Wishing that it won’t happen to you is
not a strategy
7) Legacy- What would you like to leave behind for your family and society?
And the 4 Wealth Drains of:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Income taxes- dramatically reduce yours legally
Market losses- never have to lose a dime in the market again
Interest and fees paid to banks- become the bank to beat the bank
Depreciation on large purchases such as cars - Recapture all that lost money with a system

A Few Items You’ll Learn From
This Book





Start your dream business on a shoestring and dominate
your niche
Use the internet as a cash flow machine
Build a national brand for your new business in months,
not years
Use the media to get millions of dollars of advertising… FREE

Before you listen to all the
other so-called financial
guru’s, learn from John’s
fresh approach.”
Steve Harrison, President and Creator
of Quantum Leap Training Systems

WHY READ NOW

?

Wealth Without Stocks or Mutual Funds provides guidance for all ages and income levels for anyone that is interested in
nontraditional financial building. Did you know that in a short time span that there have been 3 stock market crashes; ‘00, ‘07‘08 and ’10? Due to these crashes many had to drastically alter their lifestyle and/or pick up another job. First you will learn
about the 7 gears to riches and the 4 wealth drains and how they affect your wealth building. Jamieson will give you many
little known, powerful and effective strategies for building diversified wealth and income based upon the 11 pillars of wealth.

Hey John, I just read Wealth Without Stocks or Mutual Funds.
WOW! In a confusing world, you really know how to break down
seemingly complicated programs and explain them in an easy to
understand manor. You’re the best I’ve met at laying out adverse
risks (wealth drains) to be aware of and how the average investor
can combat those drains. Wealth Without Stocks or Mutual Funds
is a huge wealth of cutting edge information and is a must read
for everyone!”
Brady Black – Vice President of Gradient Annuity
Brokerage

INTERVIEW TOPICS
 Why have so few Americans been taught any other financial options than the stock market and
mutual funds?
 What makes you different than most other financial advisors or teachers?
 How will reading this book help the reader get ahead financially?
 How could readers pay off their 30 year mortgages in less than 10 years without increasing their
monthly payments?
 Are you against investing in the stock market or mutual funds?
 Can people still buy fixer upper properties and “flip” them like on the TV shows?
 What is the biggest opportunity right now in the world of real estate investment?
 What secrets do banks, Fortune 400 companies and famous family dynasties know about
money and wealth that the average American doesn’t?
 How did you go from nowhere online to page 1 of Google® and can others do the same?
 Why should every American own their own business, even if it’s only part time to start?
 What is private lending and how can we use it to grow wealth as the lender and borrower?
 What would be the ideal start up business anyone could start and grow passive income quickly?

About John Jamieson
John Jamieson is the owner of Perpetual Wealth Systems, a national wealth strategy company
working with people and businesses on a better business model for automatically and
systematically creating wealth. He is an expert at Wealth Creation/Preservation, Marketing,
Sales and Real Estate Investment. John and the team work with investors from all over North
America to help them build what he calls, “Tax Free Generational Wealth”. He specializes in
showing people how to create income and wealth without utilizing stocks or mutual funds. He
has spoken to hundreds of audiences all over the United States and Canada on the subjects of
Business, Real Estate and Wealth Creation. John also is the #1 best-selling author of “The
Perpetual Wealth System”. He has also written for AOL’s DailyFinance, Talk Markets and
Florida Realtors® magazine to name a few.

“In order to grow most businesses you will need capital. The traditional approach with bank loans is an expensive
approach (if you even qualify). In John’s new book, Wealth Without Stocks or Mutual Funds, he outlines how to
turn the tables on the banks and use your own money to scale and grow. If you are looking to scale your already
successful business and capital is required (without giving up ownership to investors) this books is a must to study as
a financial option. This book is also loaded with dozens of real world wealth and income creation strategies that only
an experienced investor and business man like John could put in one cohesive place.”
Scott Letourneau, The Business Formation Expert
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